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Hello, Harry.Evenin’, Joe.
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The morning of June 27Th was 
clear and sunny, wiTh The fresh

warmTh of a full summer day.
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The flowers were 
blossoming profusely 

and The grass was 
richly green.
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in some Towns There were so many people ThaT The loTTery 
Took Two days and had To be sTarTed on June 26Th.

iT could begin aT Ten o’clock in The morning and sTill be Through 
in Time To allow The villagers To geT home for noon dinner.

buT in This village, where 
There were only abouT 

Three hundred people, The 
whole loTTery Took less 

Than Two hours.
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The children assembled firsT, of course.
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school was recenTly over for The 
summer,and The feeling of liberTy 

saT uneasily on mosT of Them.

Their Talk was sTill 
of The classroom

and The Teacher...

soon The men began To gaTher, 
surveying Their own children, 
speaking of planTing and rain, 

TracTors and Taxes.

...of books and reprimands.
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Dickie Delacroix, 
you get over 

here this instant.

Bobby, come on 
now—I’m not going 

to say it again...

Bobby!
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Little late
today, folks.

Here comes poor
old Joe Summers.

Still no children, after
all these years...

Married to a 
scold like that...

Some of you 
fellows want to 
give me a hand?

The loTTery was conducTed—as were The square dances, The 
Teenage club, The halloween program—by mr. summers, 

who had The Time and energy To devoTe To civic acTiviTies.
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This old box! More
the worse for wear,

the way I see it. Time
to make another one

soon, I expect.

Used to be wood
chips inside to 
draw from, ain’t
that right, Joe?
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Young ones
all grown up,

starting families
of their own.

Been using that 
box since before 

I was born.

The old things were 
gone years ago—worn 

clean out, I expect.

Young Joe 
Summers says 

it’s time for 
a new one.

Don’t see 
any sense 

in it, myself.

All very well when it was
just the few of us, but now
here we are gettin’ on near

three hundred.
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Old one does 
the job just fine.

There’s not 
a one’ll tell 

you different.

No use making 
a fuss about 

something that
don’t need fixin’.

People come
to get used to 
that old box, 

I expect.

They made 
that there 
box with
scraps of

the old one.

No point in 
changing things 
now, is there?

No sense
I can see.


